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Abstract
This paper presents an exploration of the usage of Heterogeneous Graph Attention Net-
works, or HGATs, for the task of Passage Retrieval. More precisely, we study how these 
models perform to alleviate the problem of passage contextualization, that is incorporating 
information about the context of a passage (its containing document, neighbouring pas-
sages, etc.) in its relevance estimation. We first propose several configurations to compute 
contextualized passage representations, including a document graph representation com-
posed of contextualizing signals and judiciously modified HGAT architectures. We then 
present how we integrate these configurations in a neural passage ranking model. We 
evaluate our approach on a Passage Retrieval task on patent documents: CLEF-IP2013, 
as these documents possess several different contextualizing signals fully exploited in our 
models. Our results show that some HGAT architecture modifications allow for a better 
context representation leading to improved performances and stability.
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1 Introduction

Passage Retrieval is an Information Retrieval (IR) topic concerned with retrieving small 
textual elements. A key problem rising from this task is properly estimating the relevance 
of an element which is most of the time an excerpt of a longer document. To alleviate 
this issue, several Passage Retrieval approaches resort to contextualization (Albarede et al. 
(2021); Bendersky and Kurland (2008); Callan (1994); Fernández et al. (2011); Murdock 
and Croft (2005); Sheetrit et al. (2019); Albarede et al. (2022)); that is, the consideration 
of a passage’s context in its relevance estimation. Such approaches exploit the relations 
between a passage and different signals coming from its environment to better estimate its 
similarity to a query.

Several types of signals have been exploited in the literature to contextualize a passage 
such as the content of its document, the content of other passages in the same document or 
the document’s structure. However, most works on contextualization focus on exploiting 
one or two signals while discarding others even when available

A recent work showed that several signals can be condensed into a document graph 
representation where they act as the relations (edges) between passages (nodes) (Albarede 
et al. (2022)). Moreover this work exploits Graph Attention Networks, methods that rep-
resent the content of nodes in a graph with respect to the relations between them in order 
to compute, for each passage in the document graph representation, a contextualized 
representation.

We extend this work by considering abstract document representations that can be 
formed by any signals in conjunction with modified GAT architectures to derive several 
passage ranking models.

More specifically and with the passage retrieval task in mind, we theorize on some 
desirable behaviours of these models and modify the architecture of Heterogeneous Graph 
Attention Networks (HGATs) accordingly. Then we define several passage ranking models, 
each exploiting a different modified HGAT architecture.

We perform experiments on the CLEF-IP2013 passage retrieval task which is tasked 
with retrieved excerpts of patent documents. Such dataset is adequate to our approaches 
since the documents it is composed of contain several different contextualization signals. 
Our findings show that a classical unmodified HGAT is not suited for the passage retrieval 
task and that judicious modifications lead to significant performance improvements.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we present a state-of-the-art study on the 
passage contextualization problem and the use of graph neural network in IR, before pre-
senting our graph-related propositions in Sect.  3 and how we integrate them in passage 
ranking models in Sect.  4. We define our experimental setup in Sect.  5 and discuss the 
results of our experiments in Sect. 6, before concluding.

2  Related works

2.1  Signals exploited for contextualization

Passage contextualization is a long lasting problem for the Passage Retrieval task. We pro-
vide an overview of the different signals studied in the literature as well as how they are 
exploited for passage contextualization. We note that as the definition of passage varies 
from one work to another, we consider here a passage as any textual excerpt of document.
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A common way to contextualize a passage is by considering its containing document. In 
this case, the document is considered as a unit and approaches exploit it by either comput-
ing document-query similarities (Sheetrit et al. (2019); Bendersky and Kurland (2008)) or 
by using its language model to smooth the passage’s language model (Murdock and Croft 
(2005); Callan (1994); Fernández et al. (2011)). More recently some works have used this 
signal to improve neural retrieval, either considering the document’s title (Lu, Ábrego, Ma, 
Ni and Yang (2020)) or by using a powerful document retrieval step in a re-ranking setup 
(Nogueira and Cho (2019)).

Other studied ways to contextualize a passage is the consideration of other passages 
from the same document. Passages of a document are represented as a list according to 
their order of appearance and a passage is contextualized using its neighbours, the intui-
tion being that closer passages are better contextualizing signals. For instance, some works 
only consider the previous and following passages (Sheetrit et al. (2019); Wu et al. (2022); 
Chen et al. (2022)) while others contextualize a passage with respect to its distance to other 
passages (Carmel et  al. (2013); Fernández et  al. (2011); Krikon et  al. (2011); Albarede 
et al. (2021)). More recently, neural functions such as convolution layers (Hofstätter, Mitra, 
Zamani, Craswell and Hanbury (2021)) or recurrent neural layers (Arnold et  al. (2020)) 
have been used to give a passage a representation with respect to its neighbourhood.

Structural signals have been mostly exploited in the Structured Retrieval task: exploiting 
the graph structure of a document in order to retrieve smaller structural elements. Works 
have shown that contextualization is of high importance in such task (Kekäläinen, Arvola, 
and Junkkari (2018)) and an effective way of performing contextualization is the notion 
of structural neighbourhood contextualization (Norozi and Arvola (2013); Norozi , Arvola 
and de Vries (2012); Arvola et al. (2005, 2008); Albarede et al. (2021)): propagating a part 
of document’s relevance in an uniform manner across its neighbourhood in order to con-
textualize other parts of document. Such an idea has been developed to take into account 
the distance between two elements in the relevance propagation (Albarede et al. (2021)). 
Other works exploit the tree structure of documents and argue that a structural element’s 
score should depend on the scores of its children (Callan (1994); Kaszkiel et al. (1999); 
Ogilvie and Callan (2005); Mass and Mandelbrod (2005)). Furthermore, they use these 
new founded scores to smooth down the relevance of their children. Concerning neural 
retrieval, a recent work has studied the propagation of a document’s title name alongside its 
structure to improve contextualization (Liu et al. (2021a)).

References between documents (or parts of documents) have been studied for the pas-
sage contextualization task, mostly because such signals are very corpus dependent. How-
ever, some works have studied the use of random walks on citation graphs in order to esti-
mate the importance of document parts in the corpus (Norozi , Arvola and de Vries (2012); 
Norozi and Arvola (2013); Norozi, de Vries and Arvola (2012)).

All of the aforementioned contextualizing signals can be embedded with document 
parts in a graph, as highlighted in a recent work (Albarede et al. (2021)). We extend this 
work and propose a passage contextualization method that is signal independent, that is, 
that can be applied with any kind and number of contextualizing signals as long as they can 
be represented in a graph.

2.2  Graph neural networks in information retrieval

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) are methods computing the representation of a node in 
a graph with respect to its neighbours. They have been successfully applied in several 
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Information Retrieval tasks to improve the representation of documents. For instance some 
works use these methods on word graphs (Xie et  al. (2021); Cui et  al. (2022); Qi et  al. 
(2020)), where nodes represent words in a document an edges represent their co-occur-
rences. This leverages their interactions and allows for a better representation of the docu-
ment’s content. Others works have applied GNNs on other kind of graphs such as a query 
- document graph during training (Li et  al. (2020)) or a graph linking documents to the 
entities they contain (Zhao et al. (2019)).

Graph attention networks, a specific type of graph neural networks introducing a notion 
of attention between nodes, have also been studied in an Information Retrieval context. 
Similarly to previous works, it has been used to compute document representations from 
graphs composed of words (Zhang et al. (2018)). These methods have also been studied in 
other contexts. For example, GATs have been used in a web-scale retrieval setup to lever-
age user co-click information between documents (Zhang et al. (2021)), or in a cross-modal 
retrieval task to bridge the gap between video and text representation (Hao et al. (2021)).

Closer to our approach, some works have used graph attention networks on graphs com-
posed of passages, either exploiting the structure of their containing document to refine its 
representation (Xu et al. (2021)), or by linking passages to queries during training to pro-
duce query-interactive passage embeddings (Liu et al. (2022)).

Similar to these works, we use GNNs (specifically HGATs) to compute node represen-
tations relative to their neighbours in a passage retrieval setup. Following a recent work 
(Albarede et al. (2021)), we focus on two key points: (1) First, we represent not only full 
documents but any parts contained in a document. (2) Second, we exploit graphs composed 
of document parts and their relations. However, we study how judicious modification of 
the HGAT architecture affects its representation capability.

3  Graph‑related propositions

Our main objective is to perform passage contextualization using HGAT models. More 
precisely we exploit these models, alongside a graph representing the document elements 
and their relations, to compute contextualized passage representations. In this section we 
first present our definition of a document graph representation, display an overview of clas-
sical HGAT models and then see how we modify them to better suit our needs.

3.1  Document graph representation

This work relies on graphs that represent the passages and their relations with the differ-
ent elements in the corpus. Since our approach is not dependent on the different signals 
exploited to build the graphs, we define a document graph representation as a directed 
graph G = (V ,E,A,R, �,�) where V is the set of nodes, E the set of edges, A the set of node 
types, R the set of edge types, � the node type mapping functions � ∶ V → A and � is the 
edge type mapping functions � ∶ E → R.

An edge e ∈ E is defined between two nodes v,w ∈ V  and we define the set of edges 
from v to w as evw such that ∀e� ∈ evw,�(e

�) is unique.
Typically, A contains document part types such as sections, chapters, passages, etc. On 

the other hand, R contains any signal types between document parts such as references, 
structural relations, etc.
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3.2  Classical HGAT 

Graph attention networks are multi-layer graph neural networks which compute an 
embedding for each node in a graph by taking into account information from its neigh-
bours  (Veličković et  al. (2017)). Each layer aggregates, for each node, its embedding 
with the embedding of its neighbours using attention functions (Bahdanau et al. (2014)). 
Stacking n layers allows a node to gather information about nodes that are at a distance 
of n hops in the graph. One element worth mentioning is that GATs implicitly add self-
edges connecting each node to itself to build the embedding of a node.

HGATs are GATs modified to take into account the plurality of nodes and edges 
types by modeling their differences with different attention functions and separate 
weights (Wang et al. (2019)).

In this work, we use Attention is all you need  (Vaswani et  al. (2017)) definition of 
attention and define one attention function MultiHeadr per type of edge r, so the model 
treats the interaction between nodes differently according to the type of their relation 
(Wang et al. (2019)). For each r, MultiHeadr is a function of three variables represent-
ing the queries, keys and values modeling the attention mechanism. The model defines 
a learnable weight vector Wr for each type of edge in the graph, representing the global 
importance of the relation. For a node i, its neighbour nodes Ni and eij the set of edges 
between nodes i and j (with j in Ni ), the representation of i is computed as:

3.3  Architecture modifications

Classical HGAT implementation relies on several elements that may be questioned in 
the case of passages retrieval according to the state of the art findings: 

F1.  As described earlier in Sect. 3.2, a node propagates indirectly its initial content to 
itself. This feature may not be desirable as we would like to precisely control what 
propagation is activated during the passage retrieval.

F2.  The weights learned for each relation in the network are all independent. However, 
previous works have shown that explicitly considering content and context informa-
tion separately is beneficial for passage contextualization.

F3.  By default, the initial content of a target node is included in the computation of its 
in-context representation. It is then difficult to assess to which extend this content is 
accurately considered.

We define different constraining modifications that alleviate potential problems com-
ing from the aforementionned elements. Unlike the classical HGAT models, some of 
these modifications focus on the computation of the representation of a specific node 
in the graph. In order to better describe them, we introduce the notation tgt to designate 
the target node of a HGAT representation computation.

(1)h�
i
=
∑

j∈Ni

∑

e�∈eij

softmax(W�(e�)) ∗ MultiHead�(e�)(hi, hj, hj)
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No out modification:
In order to solve the problem highlighted in F1., we define the No out modification. 

This modification prevents the model from propagating the target node’s representation 
to its neighbours by simply not considering any of its non-self out-going links. We think 
that this might allow the model to better learn to merge the target node’s content and 
context information. The HGAT function is modified as such:

• To compute the intermediate representation of the target node, we use equation (1) above.
• To compute the intermediate representation of every other node, we use equation (2): 

Lambda modification:
In order to solve the problem highlighted in F2., we define the Lambda modification. As 

in the state of the art shown that weighting on one side the content and on the other side all 
the relationships, we study the usage of adding a global weight applied on all the non-self 
relations. We introduce a different parameter � in each layer that forces the model to take 
into account content and context as two distinct elements. We do not constrain this modifi-
cation to the computation of the target node only since we think that it might improve the 
overall HGAT modeling capacity.

The HGAT function is modified as such:

No self modification:
In order to solve the problem highlighted in F3., we define the No self modification. We 

explore a modified version of the GATs that does not at all consider the target node initial 
content when computing its final context-based content. To do that, we simply omit the 
self-link of the target node when computing its representation.

The HGAT function is modified as such:

• To compute the intermediate representation of the target node, we use equation (2).
• To compute the intermediate representation of every other node, we use equation (1).

3.4  Resulting HGAT variant

We study the impact of each of the modifications independently as well as when combined 
with each other. We define eight different HGAT architectures corresponding to the dif-
ferent possible combinations. General information about these architectures is reported in 
Table 1, and a detailed function description is given in Appendix 1. The first three columns 
represent the three modifications and the last column the name of the HGAT variants that 
are going to use in the following of this work. Each line is a different variant and a check 
mark in a cell indicates that the variant is created with the according modification. For 
example, the name LB_NS means that the variant is created from a classical HGAT model 
on which is applied the modifications Lambda (LB) and No self (NS).

(2)h�
i
=

∑

j∈Ni,j≠tgt

∑

e�∈eij

softmax(W�(e�)) ∗ MultiHead�(e�)(hi, hj, hj)

(3)
h�
i
=(1 − �) ∗ MultiHead�(eii)(hi, hi, hi)

+ � ∗ (
∑

j∈Ni,j≠i

∑

e�∈eij

softmax(W�(e�)) ∗ MultiHead�(e�)(hi, hj, hj))
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4  Passage ranking models

Our objective is to exploit HGATs to perform passage ranking, that is computing the simi-
larity between a passage and a query. More precisely, our idea is to compare the contex-
tualized passage representations computed by these models to a query representation. We 
discuss in this section how we integrate the HGAT variants defined in Sect. 3.4 into pas-
sage ranking models. We first present two passage ranking frameworks designed to com-
pute passage representations with HGATs, present some of their shared components and 
finally see how we combine our variants and the ranking frameworks to yield the final pas-
sage ranking models.

4.1  Ranking frameworks

We derive a “standard” passage ranking framework as well as a “late fusion” framework, 
specifically designed to make up for a major flaw in two of our HGAT variants.

Standard framework
The idea behind the standard Passage Ranking framework is that it estimates a passage 

relevance to a query by first computing an in-context passage representation Ein−contextp
 by 

feeding the passage and its neighbours encoded representations to a HGAT model, and 
then estimating its similarity (using equation (6)) to the encoded representation of the 
query Eq . The framework is summarized in Fig. 1 and equation (4) below:

Late fusion framework
The in-context passage representation used in the standard framework assumes that it 

contains both passage content and passage context information. However some HGAT var-
iants presented in Sect.  3.4, namely NO_NS and NO_LB_NS, remove both the target 
node’s outgoing connections as well as its self connection. This causes the target node’s 
representation computed by the HGAT to omit content information and only contain con-
text information. Previous works on passage contextualization have shown that passage 
content information is required in order to perform effective passage retrieval (Albarede 
et  al. (2021); Bendersky and Kurland (2008); Callan (1994); Fernández et  al. (2011); 

(4)relevance(q, p) = sim(Eq,Ein−contextp
)

Table 1  Definition of the HGAT 
variants. A check mark indicates 
that the variant considers 
the according architecture 
modification

No Out Lambda No Self HGAT variant name

BASE
✓ NO

✓ LB
✓ NS

✓ ✓ NO_LB
✓ ✓ NO_NS

✓ ✓ LB_NS
✓ ✓ ✓ NO_LB_NS
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Murdock and Croft (2005); Sheetrit et al. (2019); Albarede et al. (2022)). In order to inject 
passage content information into the passage retrieval pipeline, we adapt the ranking 
framework with a late fusion mechanism, specifically designed to use HGAT variants NO_
NS and NO_LB_NS. Similar to (Albarede et al. (2021, 2022)), the late fusion framework 
computes two passage-query similarities: (i) a first one with a context-only passage repre-
sentation Econtext−onlyp

 computed by the HGAT variant, (ii) and a second one with a content-
only passage representation Ep computed by the encoder. To obtain the final passage rele-
vance, the two query similarities are then linearly combined using a parameter � . The 
framework is summarized in Fig. 2 and equation (5) below:

4.2  Framework components

Encoder
We use the multiple representation text-encoder taken from the state-of-the-art Col-

BERT model (Khattab and Zaharia (2020)) to embed text into a dense semantic space. 
Instead of encoding all possible text information into a single embedding (usually corre-
sponding to the special token [CLS]), each term’s embedding encodes its contextualized 
semantic information. Despite being less efficient in terms of response time and memory 
usage, these representations have shown to outperform the classical single representation 
approach across several IR metrics (Macdonald et al. (2021); Santhanam et al. (2022)).

Similarity measures
The similarity function we use, described in  (Khattab and Zaharia (2020)), exploits the 

modelling capability of multiple representation embeddings. More precisely, every query 

(5)relevance(q, p) = (1 − �) ∗ sim(Eq,Ep) + � ∗ sim(Eq,Econtext−onlyp
)

Fig. 1  Overview of the standard ranking framework
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embedding interacts with all passage embeddings by computing the maximum cosine similar-
ity, and these maxima are summed across query terms. The similarity between Eq and Ep , the 
multiple representation embeddings from a query q and a passage p is:

This similarity function has the advantage of being computationally light and thus does not 
hinder the retrieval execution time. We do not consider more computationally expensive 
ways to combine embeddings and leave this for future works.

4.3  Final ranking models

In order to create a final ranking model, we integrate a HGAT variant in a passage ranking 
framework. This is done by simply replacing the HGAT component in the framework with 
the desired HGAT variant. As stated earlier, we combine HGAT variants NO_NS and NO_
LB_NS with our late fusion framework and every other variants with the standard framework. 
Table 2 presents the different ranking models. Each ranking model is named after the frame-
work and HGAT variant it is composed of. For example, the std_NO_LB model is composed 
of the standard framework and the NO_LB HGAT variant.

(6)sim(Eq,Ep) =
�

i∈[1,‖Eq‖]
max

j∈[1,‖Ep‖]
Eqi

⋅ ET
pj

Fig. 2  Overview of the late fusion ranking framework
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5  Experimental setup

In this section, we first present the experimental resources such as the dataset description, 
the query and the passages descriptions. Then, we focus on the experimental process dis-
cussing technical details, how we train our models and how we implement them in a Pas-
sage Retrieval setup.

5.1  Experimental resources

Even though our models can be used on documents containing any kind of contextualizing 
signals (see Sect. 3.1), our objective in this work is to study how they behave when exploit-
ing several different signals at the same time. We evaluate our approaches on CLEF-IP, a 
corpus composed of 2.6 million patents as these documents are structured, can be decom-
posed into passages, and possess intra- and inter-document references.

5.1.1  Passage retrieval task information

Specifically, our models are evaluated on the CLEF-IP2013 passage retrieval task (Piroi 
et al. (2013)). The task contains French, German and English queries separated in train and 
test sets. We conduct our experiments on English queries only, which amounts to 56 train-
ing queries and 50 test queries.

CLEF-IP-2013 uses five evaluation measures. To be compliant with the original tasks, 
we report here the same measures. A relevant document is a document which contains 
at least one relevant passage. Three measures are computed at the document-level: (1) 
PRES@100 which measures the effectiveness of ranking documents relative to the best 
and worst ranking cases, the best case being that all relevant documents are retrieved at 
the top of the list, and the worst being that all relevant documents are retrieved just after 
the maximum number of documents to be checked by the user1 (in this case, 100), (2) 
RECALL@100 and (3) MAP@100. Two measures are computed on the passage level: (4) 
MAP(D) which computes the AP inside each relevant document (with respect to its pas-
sages), averages this score for a query over its relevant documents, and averages it across 

Table 2  Final ranking models. 
Each model is composed of a 
ranking framework associated 
with a HGAT variant

Framework HGAT variant Final ranking model

Standard BASE std_BASE

NO std_NO

LB std_LB

NS std_NS

NO_LB std_NO_LB

LB_NS std_LB_NS

Late fusion NO_NS late_NO_NS

NO_LB_NS late_NO_LB_NS

1 http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/wmagdy/PRES.html.
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all queries to get the MAP. (5) PREC(D) which computes the precision inside each relevant 
document and averages the scores in the same manner as for MAP(D).

5.1.2  Queries construction

The objective of the CLEF-IP2013 retrieval task is prior art search: finding passages of 
patents that are similar to one or several query claims coming from a patent document. It 
is a popular practice to use such full patent document as a source and to transform it into a 
short, refined query (Mahdabi et al. (2011); Xue and Croft (2009); Mahdabi et al. (2013); 
Andersson et al. (2016)). For all our experiments, we use the state-of-the-art method (Mah-
dabi et al. (2011)): let qd be a query patent document with a set of claims, we build a first 
form of the query with the top-10 words with highest tf-idf in qd ’s abstract and a second 
form composed of qd ’s natural language claims. The usage of the two query forms is speci-
fied below in Sect. 5.2.2.

5.1.3  Patent‑specific document graph representation

Patents are hierarchically structured documents containing intra- as well as inter-document 
references. We consider several relations that have been leveraged in the past in order to 
build the patent-specific document graph representation. The intra-document relations 
considered are: (1) the order of passages (Beigbeder (2010); Fernández et  al. (2011); 
Krikon et al. (2011); Sheetrit et al. (2019)), (2) the hierarchical structure of the document 
(Albarede et al. (2021); Norozi and Arvola (2013); Norozi , Arvola and de Vries (2012)) 
and (3) internal references. One inter-document relation is considered: the (4) external 
reference of one document by another one. As in  (Norozi , Arvola and de Vries (2012); 
Norozi, de Vries and Arvola (2012)), we also include the inverse relation, denoted by the 
subscript i  , of each of these relations.

In order to consider these relations, we define two types of nodes: passage nodes that 
represent textual units and section nodes that represent titled structural units – and eight 
types of edge (one for each relation and its symmetrical): order characterizing the relation 
order between passage nodes ( orderi its symmetrical), structural characterizing the compo-
sition between a passage node and a section node or between two section nodes ( structurali 
its symmetrical), internal characterizing the intra-document references between nodes 
( internali its symmetrical) and external characterizing the inter-document references 
between nodes ( externali its symmetrical). Symmetrical relations are added in order to let a 
targeted node access information about the source node in order to increase the contextual-
izing capacity of the representation.

According to our previous notations of Sect. 3.1, we have A = {passage, section} and R 
= {order, orderi , structural, structurali , internal, internali , external, externali}.

Figure 3 shows our process of transforming a document into its graph representation. 
Circles represent sections and squares represent passages. Inverted edges in the final graph 
representation are drawn as highlighted.

Relation extraction
In order to build the structural relations, we extract the structure from the patent docu-

ments. They are XML documents most of the time segmented in four main sections: bib-
liography, abstract, description and claims. We use these four sections as starting points in 
the XML structure to look for other sections using hand-crafted features, either based on 
XML tags, case or number of characters.
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In order to build the internal relation, we find references to patent claims in the text. 
external reference relations are built using the patent citation tags.

5.2  Experimental process

5.2.1  Technical details

We use the pyterrier IR system (Macdonald and Tonellotto (2020)) alongside the Pytorch 
framework (Paszke et  al. (2019)) during our experiments. Text embeddings are encoded 
from the state-of-the-art ColBERT model trained on MSMARCO (Nguyen et al. (2016)), 
with a maximum passage length of 180 tokens and a maximum query length of 120 tokens. 
Our HGAT variants are composed of 3 layers, each layer having several attention functions 
MultiHeadr with 8 heads using dropout=0.7. Each learnable weight in a HGAT layer is a 
vector of size 180.

We use standard Pytorch initialisation for every MultiHeadr function and randomly ini-
tialise � and � between [0, 1].

5.2.2  Retrieval process

As is often done in neural passage retrieval, we place ourselves in a re-ranking setup: 
we first retrieve a list of passages using a classical retrieval model before re-ranking 
them using our final ranking models. More precisely, for a given query, we use the 
BM25 model  (Robertson et  al. (1995)) (with Pyterrier  (Macdonald and Tonellotto 

Fig. 3  Transformation of a document (left hand-side) into its graph final representation
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(2020)) default parameters) to retrieve the top-1000 documents using the first query 
form, before ranking every passage contained in these documents using the second 
query form.

During the document retrieval step, we use a filtering mechanism to eliminate doc-
uments which do not share any IPC code (International Patent Classification: codes 
grouping patents according to different criteria) with the query patent document. Even 
if this filtering might discard relevant documents, it brings good performances in prac-
tice (Gobeill and Ruch (2012)).

Since our passage ranking approaches rely on creating query-independent passage 
representations, before calculating query similarities using a computationally light 
mechanism (equation (6)), it is possible to compute these representations offline and 
thus only using a look-up mechanism during re-ranking, vastly increasing efficiency.

5.2.3  Learning process

The Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba (2014)) is used to jointly learn the HGATs 
parameters and to fine-tune the encoder. For the encoder, we use the advised  (Khat-
tab and Zaharia (2020)) learning rate of 3 ∗ 10−6 and freeze the first six layers. For the 
graph-based model, the weight vectors Wr , the parameters � and � , we use a learning 
rate of 1 ∗ 10−3 . Our learning process is as follows: given a triple ⟨q, p+, p−⟩ with query 
second form q, positive passage p+ and negative passage p− , the model is optimised 
via pairwise softmax cross-entropy loss over the computed scores of p+ and p−.

Negative Sampling
Negative sampling in triplet loss learning has shown to be an important task-specific 

factor in neural passage ranking effectiveness (Lu et al. (2020); Liu et al. (2021b); Lu 
et al. (2021); Cohen et al. (2019); Hong et al. (2022)). In our case, our ranking models 
consider both the content and the context of a passage to estimate its relevance. We 
hypothesize that, if we want them to properly learn how to merge these information, 
we need to confront them during learning with positive and negative passages having 
similar context.

To confirm that, we derive five different negative sampling strategies and study 
what are the most effective negative passages for a pair ⟨q, p+⟩:

• The Random strategy randomly samples a non-relevant passage from the corpus.
• The Samedoc strategy randomly samples a non-relevant passage from p+ ’s docu-

ment.
• The Relevantdocs strategy randomly samples a non-relevant passage from the set of 

q’s relevant documents.
• The Sharedcodes strategy randomly samples a non-relevant passage from the set of 

documents that share an IPC classification code with q’s patent document qd.
• The Mixed strategy is a mix between the Relevantdocs strategy and the Sharedcodes 

strategy. We randomly choose the Relevantdocs with a probability of 0.4 and the 
Sharedcodes strategy with a probability of 0.6.

We repeat this process 1000 times, yielding for each sampling strategy  3.5M triplets.
Results presented in Sect. 6.1 will determine which sampling strategy to use for the 

main experiments.
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6  Experiments

We first present our preliminary experiments aimed at fixing the negative sampling 
strategy and then dive into our main experiments aimed at studying the effectiveness of 
HGAT variants for passage retrieval.

6.1  Negative sampling experiments

The effectiveness of the different negative sampling strategy is presented, using one 
ranking model: std_BASE. This is done to prevent potential biases coming from our 
architecture modifications during the preliminary experiments. For each negative sam-
pling strategy, we learn and test the retrieval model 10 times to lessen the effect of the 
parameters’ random initialisation.

We report these results in Table  3, under the form mean ± st.dev in percentage. A 
statistical significance analysis, with a Mann–Whitney U test with p-value of 0.05, is 
achieved between the 10 runs of every strategies. Such significance test is adequate 
since we do not have any prior on the distribution of this data, and the sample size is 
quite small.

Looking at the results, we see that the Random strategy performs significantly worse 
than three other strategies. This is an expected behaviour showing the importance of 
performing more sensible negative sampling.

Comparing the three strategies Samedoc , Relevantdocs and Sharedcodes , we see for 
instance that the latter two show similar results improving upon Random by respectively 
7∕37.1 = 18.8% and 6.5∕37.1 = 17.7% for PRES@100. This support our hypothesis that 
sampling negative passages according to their context improves performances. How-
ever, we see that the Samedoc strategy gives worse results than all other approaches. A 
potential explanation of this behaviour is that the set of passages sampled by this strat-
egy is too small, and that the same passages are sampled several times, decreasing vari-
ability in the training triplets and thus increasing the chance of model over-fitting.

Finally, the last line of Table  3 shows that the Mixed strategy significantly outper-
forms Relevantdocs and Shareddocs on two of the four evaluation measures: PRES@100 
and PREC(D). According to these results, we use then the Mixed negative sampling 
strategy for our main experiments.

Table 3  Results of our negative sampling experiments over CLEF-IP2013, given in percentage. Results are 
presented under the form mean ± st.dev. i,  j, k,  l, m design statistical significance over Random, Same

doc
 , 

Relevant
docs

 , Shared
codes

 and Mixed respectively using a Mann–Whitney U test (p-value =0.05). Boldface 
indicates best mean result per column

Neg. Strat. PRES@100 Recall@100 MAP@100 MAP(D) PREC(D)

Random 37.1j ± 2.1 45.5j ± 2.9 10.1j ± 2.7 6.1 ± 2.2 7.8 ± 2.5
Samedoc 27.1 ± 0.3 37.7 ± 0.2 8.4 ± 0.8 5.1 ± 0.4 8.3 ± 0.3
Relevantdocs 44.1ij ± 1.7 53.7ij ± 2.0 14.1ij ± 2.4 8.1ij ± 2.1 11.1ij ± 1.6
Sharedcodes 43.6ij ± 1.8 52.6ij ± 2.5 13.8ij ± 2.8 7.8ij ± 2.2 10.5ij ± 2.2
Mixed 46.1

ijkl ± 1.8 56.4
ijl ± 1.9 15.7

ijl ± 2.2 9.2
ij ± 2.5 12.9

ijkl ± 2.2
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6.2  Main experiments

For our main experiments, as in the preliminary experiments, we learn and test every 
model ten times so as to study both their effectiveness and robustness. We report the 
main results in Table 4 under the form mean ± st.dev . We perform a Mann–Whitney U 
test with p-value of 0.05 as we previously did.

We study models effectiveness and robustness separately, before giving a parameter 
analysis and performance comparison with the state-of-the-art.

6.2.1  Models effectiveness

Focusing our effectiveness analysis on models using the standard framework first, we 
see in the first two lines of Table  4 that std_NO significantly increases performances 
over the base model, especially for MAP(D) and PREC(D). However, we see that std_LB 
yields similar results as std_BASE , and that std_NS significantly decreases the results in 
four evaluation measures. Finally, the std_NO_LB model significantly improves results 
over all other models that are built with the standard framework.

Looking at the late fusion models, we see that they yield very similar results, with 
late_NO_NS slightly ahead though.

Analyzing the results globally, late_NO_NS and late_NO_LB_NS give better results 
than the models built with the standard framework. More precisely, late_NO_LB_NS 
significantly outperforms most of them for four evaluation measures and all of them for 
the PRES@100 measure.

Takeaways focusing on our HGAT architecture modifications are that the NS modifi-
cation only performs while implemented with the late fusion framework, the NO modi-
fication improves performances over the base model and by a larger margin when com-
bined with the LB modification.

Table 4  Results of our main experiments over CLEF-IP2013, given in percentage. Results are presented 
under the form mean ± stdev. i,  j, k,  l, m, n, o, p design statistical significance over std_BASE , std_NO , 
std_LB , std_NS , std_NO_LB , std_LB_NS , late_NO_NS and late_NO_LB_NS respectively using a Mann–
Whitney U test (p-value =0.05). Boldface indicates best mean result per column

Model PRES@100 Recall@100 MAP@100 MAP(D) PREC(D)

std_BASE 46.4ln ± 1.5 56.1j ± 2.3 16.1n ± 2.5 9.7l ± 1.5 13.7ln ± 1.9
std_NO 49.2ikln ± 1.0 58.7kln ± 2.0 21.3ikln ± 1.8 19.1ikln ± 1.7 23.1ikln ± 1.4
std_LB 46.1ln ± 1.4 54.7l ± 2.0 14.8 ± 1.9 11.8l ± 0.8 14.7ln ± 1.2
std_NS 32.5 ± 3.5 41.7 ± 3.0 12.0 ± 3.0 8.4 ± 2.3 10.1 ± 2.6
std_NO_LB 52.2ijkln ± 0.8 61.5

ijkln ± 1.8 23.9ijkln ± 1.5 21.9ijkln ± 0.9 26.3ijkln ± 0.5
std_LB_NS 35.1 ± 3.4 44.1 ± 3.0 14.8 ± 3.0 11.1l ± 2.4 12.3l ± 3.1
late_NO_NS 53.8

ijkln ± 2.9 61.3ikln ± 5.1 25.3
ijkln ± 4.9 23.1

ijkln ± 4.8 26.6
ikln ± 6.3

late_NO_LB_NS 53.4ijklmn ± 1.0 61.2ijkln ± 2.5 25.2ijkln ± 2.1 22.7ijkln ± 3.2 26.2ikln ± 4.5
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6.2.2  Models robustness

If we focus now our robustness analysis on models using the standard framework first, 
we see that std_NS increases stdev over std_BASE , both std_NO and std_LB slightly 
decreases it for almost all evaluation measures. Moreover, this behaviour is accentuated 
in the std_NO_LB model.

Looking at the late fusion models, we see that the late_NO_LB_NS model decreases 
stdev over all evaluation measures compared to late_NO_NS , dividing it by two for the 
PRES@100, Recall@100 and MAP@100.

Analyzing the results globally, we see that while std_NO_LB yields slightly worse 
results than late_NO_NS and late_NO_LB_NS , it is a more robust model as its stdev is 
lower especially for the MAP(D) and PREC(D) measures.

Fig. 4  Distribution of performance of three models on each evaluation measure. Each boxplot is composed 
of the minimum, first quartile, median, third quartile and maximum. The minimum and maximum are com-
puted excluding extreme values according to the interquartile range
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To visualize more accurately the difference in results of these three models, we present 
boxplots of their performances for each evaluation feature in Fig.  4. If we compare the 
models using the late framework, we see that the late_NO_LB_NS model has a greater first 
quartile than the late_NO_NS model for three evaluation measures (Recall, MAP(D) and 
PREC(D)), and a greater minimum value for every evaluation features. This shows that, 
despite having a lower maximum value for three evaluation features, the late_NO_LB_NS 
model is less subject to random initialization than the late_NO_NS model.

If we compare the model using the standard framework with the two other models, 
we see that for the Recall@100 and the measures focused on the passages (MAP(D) and 
PREC(D)), the minimum value of the std_NO_LB model is comparable or greater than the 
1st quartile of the late_NO_NS and late_NO_LB_NS models. Moreover, for all measures 
except the PRES@100, the minimum value of std_NO_LB model is greater than the mini-
mum of the other two. So, despite having worse maximum performances, the std_NO_LB 
model reveals to be competitive by its stability.

Takeaways focusing on our HGAT architecture modifications are that the NO and LB 
modifications reduce model variability, with a combination of the two increasing stability 
even more. Even though models built with the late fusion framework give better results, the 
combination of the NO and LB modifications with the standard framework yields compa-
rable results with increased robustness.

6.2.3  Parameter analysis

We analyse now some parameters of our models in order to better understand their 
behaviour. We focus on two parts of the models: (1) the parameters � and � controlling 

Table 5  Values of some parameters present in our models. � (nth) represent the � parameter in the nth 
HGAT layer

Model std_LB std_NO_LB std_LB_NS late_NO_NS late_NO_LB_NS

� (1st) 0.54 ± 0.11 0.38 ± 0.04 0.71 ± 0.17 - 0.41 ± 0.09
� (2nd) 0.44 ± 0.09 0.23 ± 0.05 0.39 ± 0.16 - 0.27 ± 0.07
� (3rd) 0.31 ± 0.06 0.18 ± 0.04 0.76 ± 0.07 - 0.87 ± 0.08
� - - - 0.33 ± 0.21 0.31 ± 0.08

Table 6  Relative importance 
given by the HGAT variant in 
two models to each relation 
type in our document graph 
representation. Values are 
softmaxed with respect to 
relation type, averaged between 
the runs of the models and 
presentend under percentage 
form. Green (left columns) 
represent the std_BASE model 
while orange (right columns) 
represent the std_NO_LB model

Relation 1st layer 2nd layer 3rd layer

HGAT layer
order 10.87 8.24 5.59 5.96 9.87 4.01
orderi 22.11 6.79 6.41 4.39 13.22 3.81
structural 3.44 0.93 2.13 3.68 31.11 6.23
structurali 24.12  4.37 49.42 4.83 15.14 0.82
internal 0.11 0.86 0.04 0.39 1.78 0.20
internali 7.78 9.16 6.98 2.92 3.6 2.72
external 4.51 0.05 3.74 0.31 0.08 0.02
externali 17.18 7.08 11.28 0.48 3.32 0.17
SELF 9.88 62.00 14.41 77.00 21.88 82.00
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the importance of content and context at different points in the models (highlighted in 
Table 5), (2) the relative importance given to each relation type in the document graph 
representation (highlighted in Table 6). In the latter, we study the differences between 
the unmodified std_BASE model and one of our most effective model: std_NO_LB . To 
obtain a single value representing the importance of a relation, we average the 180 value 
of its corresponding weight vector and compute its softmax with the other averaged 
weight vectors corresponding to the other relations. In Table 6, we rapport these values 
per HGAT layers and averaged between the several runs of each model. We note that 
since the � parameters serve as balance between content and context in the std_NO_LB 
model, we assign 1 − � to the SELF weight relation, and multiply every other by �.

Importance of content and context
Concerning the � parameter, we see that there is similar behaviour between std_LB 

and std_NO_LB showing that context is less taken into account in later layers. Consid-
ering how each HGAT layer allows information from nodes one hop further to reach 
the target node, this shows that the models give more importance to closer contextual 
nodes. In the std_LB model, target node content information can flow to other nodes 
during one layer and come back during the next under the form of contextual infor-
mation. This phenomenon is not possible in the std_NO_LB model with the NO archi-
tecture modification, explaining why it considers content as more important, yielding 
lower lambda values. For the std_LB_NS model, we notice that the model gives much 
more importance to the context in the 1st and 3rd layer. We hypothesize that due to the 
NS modification, it learns to send target node information to its neighbouring nodes in 
the 1st layer and send it back in the 3rd layer. We see that the late_NO_LB_NS model 
behave similarly as the std_NO_LB model for the 1st and 2nd layer but prioritize contex-
tual information in the 3rd layer. This is explained by the fact that the HGAT variant it 
uses only computes representation of the target node’s context.

Concerning the � parameter, we see that the late_NO_NS and late_NO_LB_NS models 
share a similar mean value (0.33 and 0.31 respectively). However, we see that the later 
shows more stability (0.21 and 0.08 standard deviation values, respectively), comforting 
the idea that the LB architecture modification brings stability to the model.

Relative relation weight
Focusing on the std_BASE model (green values on the left column for each layer), 

we see that the model prioritizes contextual information over node content (SELF) in 
all layers. Moreover, we see that it focuses on inverse relations in the two first layers 
(24.12% and 22.11% for the orderi and structurali relations in the 1st layer, respectively) 
and the “regular" relation in the last one (31.11% for the structural relation). Based 
on the idea that a passage content is central in estimating its relevance, our intuition 
is that in the first layers the model prioritizes relations from which the target node can 
send content information to its neighbours. Then in the last layer, the model prioritizes 
relations from which the target node can get its content information back from the 
neighbours.

Focusing on the std_NO_LB model (orange values for the right column for each layer), 
we see that the model prioritizes content information over context in all layers. Unlike 
std_BASE , this model can’t send target node information to its neighbours which explains 
why the SELF relation is given such importance (62%, 77% and 82% in the 1st, 2nd and 
3rd layer respectively). If we analyze the non-SELF relations, we see that the passage order 
as well as internal references relations have higher importance than others in the first layer, 
while the structural relation is privileged in the last layer. A potential explanation is that the 
model considers that only the target node’s direct neighbours are important with respect to 
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the passage order and references relations, and that nodes further in the graph are impor-
tant with respect to the structural relations.

6.2.4  Comparison with the state‑of‑the‑art

We provide performance comparison with a State-of-the-art non-neural passage contex-
tualization model ( QSFsect.Prop.AVG  (Albarede et  al. (2021)), two baseline models that do 
not consider context (fine-tuned ColBERT (Khattab and Zaharia (2020)), BM25 (Robert-
son et  al. (1995))) and an approach that focuses on the patent specific query generation 
step (Andersson et al. (2016)), namely Query-gen. Note that some of our HGAT variants 
are equivalent to the models presented in (Albarede et al. (2022)), which is why we do not 
compare with the results given in that paper.

For our models, and due to the nature of our experiments, we only rapport the mean 
results and are unable to perform statistical significance tests. Furthermore, for clarity rea-
sons, we only rapport our three highest performing models: std_NO_LB , late_NO_LB_NS 
and late_NO_NS.

We see on Table 7 that our approaches outperform the other state-of-the-art contextual-
ization approach QSFsectionPropagateAVG (up to 16.9%, 49.7% and 14.9% on the PRES, MAP 
and MAP(D) respectively when compared with late_NO_NS ) and outperform all non-con-
textualization approaches (up to 21.1%, 35.2% and 58.2% on the PRES, MAP and MAP(D) 
respectively when comparing late_NO_NS to Query − gen ) except for the Query-gen 
model on the PREC(D) measure. We hypothesize that this is because the Query-gen model 
retrieves less passages per document: decreasing the number of false positives (higher 
PREC(D)) but also the number of true positives (lower MAP(D)).

7  Conclusion

In this work, we studied the use of HGATs, complex models that compute contextual-
ized representations of nodes in a graph, to perform Passage Retrieval. To do so, we first 
designed different HGAT architectures according to some desirable behaviours. We then 
integrate these HGAT variants into two passage ranking frameworks yielding several pas-
sage ranking models capable of dealing with any document graph representation. Experi-
ments on the CLEF-IP2013 Passage Retrieval task show that classical HGATs do not have 
the most suited architecture to be used for the task, and that some modifications signifi-
cantly improve the performances and outperform the state-of-the-art by up to 49.7% on the 
MAP evaluation measure. Moreover, a robustness study shows that judicious modifications 
brought to HGAT models vastly improve the overall model stability to random parameter 
initialization. As stated earlier, our approach is not defined for specific documents in mind 
and can be used for various types of documents having different intra- and inter-links. For 
future works, it would be interesting to test our models on other types of non-patent docu-
ments (e.g. differently structured or unstructured documents).2

2 http:// www. ifs. tuwien. ac. at/ clef- ip/ index. html

http://www.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/clef-ip/index.html
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A Appendix

We give a complete description of how our HGAT variants compute a node representation.
NO_LB variant

• To compute the intermediate representation of the target node, we use equation (3).
• To compute the intermediate representation of every other node, we use equation (7): 

LB_NS variant 

• To compute the intermediate representation of the target node, we use equation (8): 

• To compute the intermediate representation of every other node, we use equation (3).

NO_NS variant 

• To compute the intermediate representation of the target node, we use equation (8).
• To compute the intermediate representation of every other node, we use equation (2).

NO_LB_NS variant 

• To compute the intermediate representation of the target node, we use equation (8).
• To compute the intermediate representation of every other node, we use equation (7).
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+ � ∗ (
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